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X-Girl School 1st Class
Chapter 1
Melissa

“Melissa?” “Yes, mom?” “The post has arrived!”
“You’ve been accepted, Melissa! To the Tír na Cailíní Óga School for X-Girls!”

X-Men First Class - Recruiting Mutants
“Which means I’ll now be able to go to school as Melissa! I’ll no longer have to go to
school as Fred!”
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“That’s right, Melissa. You’ve been accepted to an all
girls school for X-Girls.”
“From your first day of school you’ll never have to wear trousers again. Only myself,
your sister, some women such as your aunts and the girls know you as Melissa. No
man has ever seen her. Your father, your brothers and everyone at school know you
as Fred. Of course they all know that you are Melissa, but no man has ever seen you
in a skirt. You’ve lived in Duality.
Up until now you’ve been living a Double Life. You decided some years ago that your
true identity was Melissa. But you hide her identity in public, passing among others as
Fred.”

The Mask of Zorro
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“But from your first day of X-Girl School, Melissa, you
leave the name of Fred behind”
“From your first day of X-Girl school, Melissa, you will never be a boy again. Your
life living full-time as a girl begins on your first day of X-Girl School. You’d be with
others like you. Of the same mindset. X-Girls. You wouldn’t have to conceal your
identity as a girl for fear of attracting the attentions of some guy.”
“And my training in the Ways of the Force would begin in earnest!”
“Actually, Melissa. it is the next step in your Jedi training. Your Jed training actually
began the day you decided to live as a girl in Duality.
But yes, for all the girls there, natural-born and new-girl, Jedi training begins in
earnest from your first day at school.”
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Imagine an all-girls school with a difference
All of the girls are of course girls, being as it is an all girls school. But only seven out
of eight of the girls are natural-born girls. One in eight girls is natural-born male, but
who now lives completely as a girl. She is being groomed in that school for a life of
womanhood as woman to women. She goes into that school on that understanding.
That her life is one of being a woman to women. She could go in as an X-Girl. But no
T-Girl could enter. No boy who wanted to be a girl to men could enter that place.
All of the natural-born girls in that school are being raised to see it as normal that they
lead men as their women. Their boyfriends are actually their girlfriends. For these
girls it is normal that any boy that they may be interested in having a relationship with
would wear a skirt. These girls are being raised to see it as normal that men spread
their legs for them. If a man does not spread his legs for them and if he does not wear
a bra (that is when they are old enough to have sex), then they are not interested.
So this is an all-girls school but only for X-Girls.
Only those natural-born girls who see it as normal that their men be their women can
enter that school. Only natural-born boys who see it as normal that they be raised to
spread their legs for women as their women could enter that school. You see it is not
simply an all girls school.
It’s an all girl X-Girls school. The first day in that school is X-Girls First Class.
The beginning of Jedi training.
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What could make such a school possible?
A number of things, for a number of factors would have to come together to allow a
boy to be raised in a school as a girl in such a way that the more he lives as a girl, the
more he becomes a woman to women. Not to men. To achieve this requires a number
of factors coming together. It is very specific.
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One of the things that makes this possible is keeping the
new-girl X-Girls in an environment that is shielded from
men
D’Unbelievables - D’Builders
They will be far more vulnerable to men than the natural-born X-Girls, and so an all
girls school would have to provide a very protected environment to make it possible
for a natural-born male to go to school as a girl. Part of this is that the natural-born
girls are raised to protect the new-girl X-Girls from men, which teaches Knighthood
and leadership in the natural-born girls. This helps train Duality which is a key part of
Jedi training. The Duality of the Tao. The natural-born girls become Knights. The
new-girl girls become their girls. This is training in Duality.
For Melissa to be an X-Girl (woman to women) rather than a T-Girl (Transsexual or
woman to men), she would need to be raised in an all-girls world for years while her
psyche is steadily being coded to be woman to women. Only when this coding is
deeply in place could she be in public as a girl. Even then, preferably in the company
of natural-born girls. Her Knights. So the environment is very specific.
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What else could make such a school possible?
One of the key factors that makes this possible is the figure-hugging ankle-length
pencil skirt. All of the new-girl X-Girls will wear them. All of the girls wear skirts but
the natural-born girl X-Girls have more flexibility in skirts.
For new-girl X-Girls however the figure-hugging ankle-length pencil skirt will be
synonymous with them. They get to live and breathe figure-hugging ankle-length
pencils. It’s one of the key drivers that allows a new-girl X-Girl to become an actual
girl. It is one of the key drivers to recode their psyches to female.
Nothing codes the psyche to female quite like the figure-hugging ankle-length pencil
skirt.
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It is one of the key tools that allows Fred to actually
become Melissa
To become in time true female, rather than simply living as female.
How?
It will become more clear as we proceed.

Shrek – Hallelujah
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X-Girl All Girls School

End of Part I
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